
Aligning Lagging Time Series

Anika Benons & Sergio Sardar



What is the Problem?

● There is are not many ways to automatically take multiple time series  and 

transform/superimpose the data in a way that allows viewers to easily discern correlations 

between them

● Example: The price of oil and some stock price

● Topic chosen from Stephen Phew’s “Information Visualization Research Projects that Would 

Benefit Practitioners”.



Why?

● Easier to determine whether one 
time series predicts the outcome 

of another



Prior Work

● Who Leads Whom: Topical Lead-Lag Analysis 
across corpora

● Proposes technique to find lead/lag  time 

analysis of research paper publications 

with respect to research grants 

○ Does research get published after grants 
are awarded or do grants get awarded 
after research is published?



How is Ours Different?

● There are not really any existing tools that implement this idea

● There are methodologies for the implementation and to measure similarity between time 

series they use cross-correlation...

○ Cross-correlation: measure of similarity between two series as a function of the displacement of one 
relative to the other

● But our implementation will not utilize cross-correlation and  it will applicable to any 

general time series datasets



Design Ideas

● Interface where a user can input datasets (time-based)

● Our tool will return time plots aligned at the point of highest correlation 

(time-based-lead-lag)

● With this data, a user can interact with it by:

○ Hovering the mouse at any coordinate to see the distance between time-plots, where 

distance indicates how much they correlate



Current Progress



Questions

● Our project is more about implementing a tool, but what other interactive elements 
could we add to that tool?

● Should we limit the amount of time-series datasets a user can input?



Visualizing players’ macro 
gameplay patterns in 
League of Legends

CS448B final project

Hope Casey-Allen



Background
League of Legends:

● Most popular videogame in the world
○ In 2017, 100 million players a month who play the game for more than one billion hours 

https://nowloading.co/posts/3916216

● Intense competitive scene
○ “The 2016 World championship had 43 million unique viewers and a total prize pool of over 6 

million USD” http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/articles/2016-league-legends-world-championship-numbers

https://nowloading.co/posts/3916216






Project description
A tool to explore macro patterns in players’ deaths, kills, and assists in League of 
Legends.

● Explore weaknesses / strengths in your gameplay
● Explore the same macro patterns in anyone else’s gameplay (like the pros)
● Discover actionable ways to improve



Relevant work #1
League of Legends official site: match history page

● One match...macro patterns?
● Participants?
● When in the game did event occur?



Relevant work #2
UGitGud personal improvement site

● Shows some other macro statistics, 
but not where / when player died, got kills, 
assists
● Actionable, but doesn’t let you find 

macro details
● Focus on deep dive into one game





Example
A jungler might ask: 

Where am I dying in the early game? 

To whom and when?
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Example
A jungler might ask: 

Where am I dying in the early game? 

To whom and when?

Result:

Enemy mid + jg near the second spawn of 
my red buff...



Other use cases / features
- Looking at pros / top-ranked players
- Riot match history link for individual 

data points -> deep dive
- Top/mid can explore if they’re teleporting 

successfully to other lanes and whether it 
impacts win rate



Questions
● Is there a better way to show these kinds of macro patterns?
● Feedback on organization of major components (placement of filters, map, 

analysis section)?
● (League players) Are there questions you would want to answer that couldn’t 

be answered easily with this design?



D3 Code Genealogy

Cristian Lara



Goal

Identify shared pieces of code between different D3 projects, identify the origins, visualize 

connections between projects.



Related Work



History Flow

● Clearly shows chunks 
of text moving within a 
project.

● Extend to chunks of 
text moving between 
projects.

● http://www.bewitched.
com/historyflow.html



Diffing Graph

● Literal snippets of code 
represented as nodes in a 
connected graph.

● https://ux.stackexchange.com/
questions/16397/what-are-goo
d-techniques-to-visualize-binary
-differences



Python Storyline

● Contributions 
represented as 
color-coded lines 
combining to form a 
codebase

● http://vis.cs.ucdavis.e
du/~ogawa/storylines/
python.svg



Sources for data

● https://bl.ocks.org

● http://bl.ocksplorer.org

● https://github.com

http://bl.ocksplorer.org


Design

● Nodes represent projects

● Edges represent shared lines of code

● (lines from origin)

● Width of edges represent amount of 

shared code



Conundrum
● Source Priority ● Destination Priority



Questions

● How could interactions add meaningful information?
● Is the size of the relationship (width of edge) meaningful?
● Should I focus on the code contributions a specific project makes 

(source priority)
● Should I focus on where a project received contributions from 

(destination priority)



Using Weber’s Law to 
Sample Perceptually

Vig Sachidananda



Problem

• Modern Datasets have 
increased in scale


• Browsers and visualization 
libraries have a tough time 
rendering for some of these 
datasets


• After rendering, interaction is 
painful too



Prior Work

• Random Sampling


• Stratified Sampling


• Overcome “overdraw”

 • https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/

PMC4048834/ 

• Distance Based Sampling

 • http://yongjoopark.com/resources/ypark_icde16.pdf 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4048834/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4048834/
http://yongjoopark.com/resources/ypark_icde16.pdf


Proposed Work
• Don’t: sample randomly (random sampling) 

or linearly (stratified sampling) as brightness 
is *empirically* perceived logarithmically


• Don’t: sample based on collisions 
(overdraw) or using distance (distance 
based sampling)


•  Do: Sample logarithmically from each bin


• Remove more points from high density 
bins


• Remove fewer points from low density 
bins


• Retain outliers (log(0) = -infinity)


http://www.intropsych.com/ch04_senses/04stevenscurves.jpg



Optimization Objective



Optimization Problem



Initial Tests (Random 
Sampling)

Original Sampled (10%)



Questions for the Class

• How do you typically deal with large datasets when 
building visualizations?


• Do you use procedures/annotations/etc. to highlight or 
retain outliers in visualizations?




Automated Rendering 
of Hand Drawn Scatterplots

Jack Reidy



hand-drawn scatter plot D3-rendered scatter plot



Problem: data visualization doesn’t necessarily start on a computer, and 
transforming a hand-drawn visualization to a dynamic computer rendering isn’t 
always easy- especially for people that aren’t familiar/comfortable with digital 
authoring tools.



Motivation: Recently, I’ve had the opportunity to work with middle-schoolers on 
STEM activities. I believe this tool would provide practical value to students in 
low-res graphing applications. Additionally, the tool will present learning 
opportunities through a variety of rendered visualization augmentations.

More generally, this application could transform existing bitmap visualizations, and 
I think there is potential for a browser extension.



Relevant work



“Data-Ink Maximization and Graphical Design”, VDQI, Tufte



Semi-automatic ground truth generation for chart image recognition, Yang et al.



Current progress



JSFeat feature recognition



D3 scatter plot variants



Design



Hand-drawn plot

Image processing

Representation in D3

User editing

File (.jpg, .png, .svg)



User editing

Manual feature correction

Axis labeling

Point editing

Augmentation



Augmentation

Trend line

Quartile plot

Point editing



Alternative feature detection approaches?

Tool functionality suggestions?

Clarification?



Cracking Down on Why We’re Shooting Up 

Megan Wilson

a closer look at the opioid crisis and its effect on american society



Presentation Overview 
● Background on the Opioid Crisis

● Relevant Work 

● Guiding Questions

● Project Goals  



The Opioid Crisis



The Crisis and Why We Should Care
● Prescription Painkillers (oxy, vicodin, etc.) + Heroin + Synthetic Opioids (mostly 

fentanyl) 

● Misconception in 1990s about addictability of opioids in medical circles

● 90 deaths / day in the U.S. 

● Economic burden is $78.5 billion / year 



Relevant Work



Who is Working on the Issue
● Primarily government agencies

○ National Institute of Health (NIH)

○ National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)

○ U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

○ Numerous state / local government organizations

● National Drug Early Warning System 

● Insurance Companies

○ Substance Use Disorder Task Force 

● The Media 



How they are Approaching the Issue
● Government Agencies 

○ Collecting data 

○ Applying this data to influence policy

● National Drug and Early Warning System 

○ Identify trends and when the data deviate from them to improve response to crises 

● Insurance Companies

○ Discover misuse of prescriptions and how this crisis affects their business

● The Media 

○ Increase awareness of the issue 



Guiding Questions



My View of How We Can Get to the Bottom of This
It is going to take more research....

● Synthesize data collected by the stakeholders in the space 

○ This includes the subjects of the data as well 

● Identify areas that have not been fully explored and try to identify undiscovered 

patterns 



A Few Questions I Plan to Explore
● How accessible is Narcan to addicts?  

● Are Medicine Assisted Treatments effective?  If so, how can we expand them? 

● How is the opioid crisis affecting children? 

○ Adoption rates, Neonatal substance abuse, Prevalence of PTSD

● Which medical conditions or situations are most likely to result in prescriptions 

for opioids? 

● Is the “10-day threshold” theory backed by evidence? 



Project Progress and 
Future Goals



Plan of Attack 
● Leverage existing data and create visualizations using Tableau to identify 

potential avenues of further exploration 

● Explore data that is untouched (to my knowledge) by those who are researching 

the opioid crisis

● Pull new findings together into an interactive visualization to be displayed on a 

webpage summarizing my results 



What I Hope to Accomplish
● Find at least one pattern in the opioid crisis data that has not been found before 

● Create visualizations using existing data to make information about the opioid 

crisis more accessible to the public

● Synthesize my findings into a webpage explaining my research findings



Current Progress 
● Careful look through the existing data I could find on the opioid epidemic 

○ Government reports, news journalism pieces, documentaries 

○ Explored social media → Reddit (/r/opiates), Instagram, etc.

● All of this was to help me structure my research project…. 

○ Focus on Narcan and Medicine Assisted Treatment (Methadone Clinics)

● Working on trying to find trends that haven’t been identified in these areas



Feedback on My Questions? 
● How accessible is Narcan to addicts?

● Are Medicine Assisted Treatments effective?  If so, how can we expand them? 



Thank you! 



Interactive	Visualization	of	Speaker	
Airtimes	in	Audio	Recordings
BERK	COKER



Description
- Creating	opportunities	for	student	engagement	and	participation	is	a	
top	priority	for	educators.	Research	shows	that	the	more	students	
speak	in	class,	the	more	they	learn.

- Teachers,	however,	currently	do	not	have	the	adequate	tools	to	track	
student	participation	in	classrooms.	

- This	is	how	I	founded	TeachFX,	a	professional	development	tool	for	
teachers	that	gives	daily	feedback	about	the	dialogue	that	happens	in	
their	classrooms.
◦ Teacher	talk	vs.	student	talk
◦ Male	vs.	female	student	participation

- One	question	we	are	trying	to	answer	is	how	to	best	present	the	
results



Previous	Work

http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/audio-visualization

“We	are	combining	digital	audio	analysis	
and	human-computer	interaction	
techniques	to	improve	the	way	producers	
navigate	audio	recordings.	Traditional	audio	
visualization	methods	are	poorly	suited	to	
real-world	tasks,	so	we	are	creating	new	
visual	representations	designed	for	a	
production	environment.”



Previous	Work



Current	Work



Problems	with	the	current	approach
-



Problems	with	the	current	approach



Some	crazy	ideas…



CLOSE THE DISTANCE
Alyssa Vann



PROPOSAL

➤ PROBLEM:  
Distant and close reading are often seen as fundamentally 
different ways to analyze a text 
Textual visualizations focus on the extremes (very distant or 
very close) 

➤ PROPOSITION: 
Reframe this relationship and allow scholars to move between 
distant and close views of a text to produce analyses 
considering various proximities



PRIOR WORK - SEESOFT VISUALIZATION 

Affordances 

➤ At what line a word appears 
across different texts 

➤ Small sample of that text 

Does not allow 

➤ Numerical view of a word’s 
frequency over time 

➤ Granularity changing 
(seeing just one text or 
aggregating texts)



PRIOR WORK - NEW YORK TIMES - STATE OF THE UNION

Affordances 

➤ Close reading of passages 
with a specific word 

➤ View of word frequencies 
over time 

Does not allow 

➤ Multiple words or phrases 
simultaneously 

➤ Granularity changing 

➤ A view of how word use 
varies within a text



➤ Move between macro and micro views and see which words appear 
most frequently in subsection(s) 

➤ Click on a word to find the passages where it appears (for close 
reading)



➤ Search for a word or phrase 

➤ Move between macro and micro views of its frequency across a text 

➤ See the passages where it appears (for close reading)



QUESTIONS

➤ Is the experience of changing granularities intuitive? 
i.e. going from ‘Entire Novel’ to clicking ‘Chapter 1’ and 
‘Chapter 2’ 

➤ Would more distance be helpful? 
i.e. corpus of author -> novel -> novel chapter 



The Ripple of Influence
By 

Fyza Parviz



Mapping History of Ideas









Wikipedia Data





Prior Work





Design 













Feedback



How best to show influence weight? 

How many degrees should the visualization 
extend?



broskies...



ACADEMIC FIELDS
(for noobs)
interactive, queryable citation & concept 
networks as windows into a field for beginning 
researchers

David Mora



SCIENCE



“scientific publication has been 
extended far beyond our present ability 
to make real use of the record.”

-Vannevar Bush 



1945

“scientific publication has been 
extended far beyond our present ability 
to make real use of the record.”

-Vannevar Bush 



 scientific publications per year:

2.5 million



... good 
documentation?



“The human mind does not work [with 
hierarchical indexing]. It operates by 
association.”

-Vannevar Bush 



state 
of the 
art:











high-level, show 
one narrow 
perspective

(beginners need context, cohesion)





zoom?





CLUTTERED

hide evolution & interaction
∆t = ?

highlights papers, words etc not concepts

!QUERIABLE
overwhelming, doesn’t invite investigation



view evolution & interaction
∆t

!QUERIABLE
filter by: relation, degree, concept, time, author

LEVELS OF RES.
simplify for big trends, drill down into concepts



highlight core questions, explorations, & framing

(papers in relation to them)

ORGANIZE 
AROUND CORE 
MODELS



PROGRESS
chose positive psych as field, met with 
beginning researchers, experts, and educators

planned data collection methods + tools







PROGRESS
hierarchy:

subfield->model->model-component->model-subcomponent

people are contained as data within papers and books  (not 
individual nodes), which contribute to models, components etc

where there are many overlapping concepts, we connect them 
to a Core Concept node (in positive psychology, those might 
growth mindset, mindfulness, forgiveness)



QUESTIONS
- What were “aha” moments in understanding 

your academic fields layout? questions you 
still have?

- How have you understood (academic) 
domains in the past?

- What features do you think would be most 
helpful?



Project Progress
Heather Kramer & Janna Huang



Problem Overview: Visualizing Recipes Online



Previous work: Tasty Videos



Previous work: Tasty Videos



Previous Work: Blue Apron



Previous Work: Blue Apron



Previous Work: Blue Apron



Previous work: Multimedia Recipe Study
More eye movement led to lower retention of skill/recipe information

Students w/high retention Students w/low retention



Current Progress



Current Progress



Completion Plan
1. Brainstorm, Research, Sketch [Week 8]

a. Background reading & research
b. “Lo-fi” prototype
c. Feedback

2. Implementation [Thanksgiving; Week 9]
a. “Med-fi” prototype
b. “Hi-fi” prototype

3. Poster [Week 10]
4. Paper [Week 10]



Design & Implementation Issues
Design

● Still relying heavily on text
● Best way to interactively highlight steps corresponding with timeline events

Implementation

● Scraping site for recipe info - hardcoding for demo
● Possible difficulty - scaling timeline



Questions For Feedback
● How to integrate the engaging aspects of video with the instructional aspects 

of text?
● Would an overview of a recipe (in the form of a visualization of the steps) be 

useful?
● What are some other features you wish to see in online recipes?
● General feedback about design & implementation



Thank You!



Live network 
visualization



Problem
●

●

●



NetClinic (Zhicheng Liu, et. al., Microsoft Research)              

● Network visualization tool for 
enterprise networks.

● Models servers with circular walls 
representing closed versus open 
ports.

● Designed to help find network faults.



Dynamic Traceroute (Massima, et. al., Universita Roma) 

●

●

●



Norse Attacker Map

●

●

●



Mockup

●

●

●
 

●



Feedback Points



Where to Eat?
Interactively Visualizing 

Yelp
Kali Cornn



The Problem

● Little visualizations available on the Yelp website
● Search results text-heavy
● Have to search through individual business listings to find 

information
○ Cannot easily compare features of different 

businesses



The Problem



The Problem



The Problem

● How to visually compare different restaurants?



Prior Work: (Former) Yelp Wordmap

● “Choose a word and see a heatmap showing at which 
places the phrase is used most frequently in reviews.”



Prior Work: (Former) Yelp Wordmap



Solution

● Prior work focused on one visualization method
● My project will incorporate multiple visualizations

○ Toggles
○ Focus on one city’s data



Progress

● Google API (Maps) + d3 + JS
● Map with all businesses in Phoenix, AZ area
● Search + filter one specific business
● Very basic UI



Progress: All Yelp Businesses in Phoenix, AZ



Progress: Basic UI
● Map with all businesses in Phoenix, AZ area



Proposed Features for Visualization
● For one specific business

○ Graphs (bar chart) - button to switch between different graphs
■ Star rating distribution
■ Useful reviews

○ Word cloud of popular keywords in reviews
● Comparison of one business to other businesses

○ Example: comparing average ratings of Tofu House to other Korean 
Restaurants (or some other category)
■ dropdown menu to select a category
■ dot plot or bar chart



Questions
1. How useful would word clouds be when searching through results on Yelp?
2. Are review snippets below each search result useful, or would keywords be 

more useful?



Questions
1. How useful would word clouds be when searching through results on Yelp?
2. Are review snippets below each search result useful, or would keywords be 

more useful?



Aid Evaluative Judgement on Box Office 
Revenue by Visualizing Context Information

Gracie Bay Young & Xin Jiang



We need context information to construct judgement on the topic 

Good or bad management? 
Do I need to pay higher tax 
next year?

Good or bad performance? 
Is the movie successful?



Humans struggle to make evaluative judgment on 
information in the form of numerical expressions, 

especially in domains they lack prior experience and 
knowledge



Aid evaluative judgment on numerical 
information by 

visualizing context information 



It is worth addressing because...

- Authors hope to effectively communicate information via numbers, and readers 
hope to be able to perceive the meaning of the numerical information.

- People hope to translate objective numerical value to subjective values 
(opinion/judgement). This translation requires that they relate the information to a 
standard, which could be formed by providing context information.

- Lack of prior knowledge or context information may lead to biased judgment on the 
content communicated vias numbers.



Prior work

Atlas of me: presents on-demand personalized maps for unfamiliar distances

Reference: http://visualization.ischool.uw.edu/~yeaseul1/scales2015_eval/geospatial/



Prior work

Dictionary of numbers: 
translates a number readers 
are not familiar with to easy to 
understand terms.

Reference: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/dictionary-of-numbers/ahhgdmkmcgahbkcbmlkpmmamemlkajaf?hl=en



Methods to increase accessibility of numerical information…

● Break large numbers down
○ E.g. the U.S. national total public debt is about $17 trillion -> With 

about 317 million people in the U.S., that comes out to $54 thousand 
per person.

● Convert large numbers to concepts people are familiar with
○ Dictionary of numbers

● Construct analogy
○ Atlas of me

→ Providing reference and context information



Current progress

Understanding numbers 
through analogies

Understanding meaning 
behind large numbers 
through context



Framework

Input:
- Name of a movie 

(mouse 
selection)

Generate 
visualization

Output:
- Visualization of box 

office revenues of 
relevant movies

- Layers on top of the 
current window  

Form 
Internal 
standard 
and 
judgment 

Current progress



Visualizations

● Criteria for relevant movies
- Time 
- Sequel
- Studio 
- Genre
- Director 

● Metrics
- First weekends’ box office 

revenue

Current progress



Step 1 - Scraping Box Office Data 

✔� Using data from Box Office Mojo

Step 2 - Set up Google Chrome extension

✔� Discovered relevant Chrome extensions

Step 3 - Create an input mechanism

Step 4 - Create data overlay space

Step 5 - Surface relevant data for the visualization

Step 6 - Automatically generate visualizations from data surfaced

Current progress



*Evaluation (stretch goal)

- Conduct A/B testing to see whether the new tool facilitate understanding 
of box office revenue and forming judgment on movie performance.

- Use surveys to collect users’ attitudes towards the two versions.

Current progress



Need your feedback on…...

- What are scenarios where you want to see more background information 
about the field you are reading? (e.g housing prices, federal spendings, 
etc.)

- What are other ways to input data besides mouse selection?
- What are the metrics to evaluate the success of a movie?
- Privacy concerns about scraping data? 



We have cognitive limitations on perceiving large numbers

the U.S. national total public debt is about $17 trillion.

Powerball’s jackpot amount - $ 400,000,000 

1,000,000,000,000,000 versus 1,000,000,000,000

1                                   10                                            ~40                                 trillion             quadrillion                  



  

That thing Tableau tries to do but 
hopefully nicer

Someguy Who Cancode



  

That thing Tableau tries to do but 
hopefully nicer

Someguy Who Cancode

ERER

None of the images are my own except for Mr. Flowerhead and the Summon-ShowMeMore fireball trails.



  

What is the thing?



  

What is the thing?

?



  

What is the thing?

?



  

What is the not thing?

?
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What is the not thing?
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What is the not thing?

?

The-artist-formerly-known-as-Polaris



  

What is the not thing?

?



  

What is the not thing?

? *tink*



  

What is the not thing?
?

*sob*

*whimper*
*snicker*



  

How can we put the question in the machine?



  

Tableau’s answer



  

I got 99 problems, but Tableau ain’t one

There is a table named Foo with columns A, B, C, 
and D in a database at 0.0.0.0:643. I further have 
a function Conn which provides a data table 
abstraction given a URL and a table name, a 
column extractor Col on that abstraction, a plotting 
function PlotBar that plots two columns of certain 
types against each other, and a function 
PlotScatter that plots two columns of certain types 
against each other. I further assert that given a 
plot, the user may ascertain a relationship.

I want to know if A and B are related.



  

I got 99 problems, but Tableau ain’t one
There is a table named Foo with columns A, B, 
C, and D in a database at 0.0.0.0:643. I further 
have a function Conn which provides a data table 
abstraction given a URL and a table name, a 
column extractor Col on that abstraction, a 
plotting function PlotBar that plots two columns 
of certain types against each other, and a function 
PlotScatter that plots two columns of certain 
types against each other. I further assert that 
given a plot, the user may ascertain a 
relationship.

I want to know if A and B are related.



  

I claim that the previous is sufficient to derive a 
program by chaining from the desideratum to the 

givens*

*terms and conditions may apply



  



  

Approach takes cues from…

● Tableau’s ‘Show Me’ shelf constraints
● cf. Dependency injection, from SW frameworks

– e.g. Angular, JSR330

● cf. Type inference, from compilers
– e.g. Haskell, C++11, Rust

● cf. Prolog, from Prolog it’s frickin’ Prolog, y’all

● cf. Tactics, from proof assistants
– e.g. Coq, Agda, Idris
– ▲mostly this▲



  

… soooo, design?

Basically Polaris’ formalism and some accessors 
in basically Prolog with reasoning and program 

extraction basically like Coq.



  

Qs for Feedback

● Would you have preferred an explanation of 
chaining w.r.t. the project?

● What data sources would you like to see? e.g. 
CSV, SQL, …

● What the heck is going on in this picture?



Imperfect Information 
in the Gig Economy

Jay H Patel



Problem
• Lots of job postings on Upwork, freelancer.com 
• Hard to find a good fit for your skills and interests 
• If solved, leads to better information flow in market

http://freelancer.com


Prior Work
• The marketplace websites provide simple search bars

• My solution: create interactive graphical search tool
• Enable answers to: 

• Is this the best fit for me, or is there a better job? 
• What are other postings with similar requirements?



Current progress
• Scraped job posting data from freelancer.com

• Plan is to connect postings in a graph 
based on similarity, and allow interactive 
queries over that graph

http://freelancer.com


Visualizing the Hollywood Allegations

Trina Sarkar & Basel Al Sharaf



Background









Proposal



We hope to draw parallels between the timelines of individual successes and the 
known incidents of the allegations to raise the question of Hollywood’s 

complacency.



Relevant Prior Work







Project



Click on a celebrity's face to view their timeline



Selection using multiple filters



Selection with multiple individuals



Our Current Progress



Points for Feedback
Effectiveness of visualization designs

What else would be interesting to learn about from this data?

Sensitivity of topic

Limited data



Thank You


